Keep it Wild Missions

NAME:

Northeast:

Week #1

Find the closest bird nest to your house!

Learn to identify our 5 main resident song birds:
1. American Robin
2. Dark Eyed Junco
3. Spotted Towhee
4. Song Sparrow
5. Pacific Wren

Level I: By Sight
Level II: By Song

Wake up before Dawn (5:45 AM) and go outside to catch the beginning of the Dawn Chorus! Listen for & identify the first brave bid to sing & greet the day!

Go outside to sing your own song to greet the morning!

Draw a picture or make a collage.

Share gratitude with your family over at least one meal this week!

Draw a bird you've seen in your yard. Learn its name and some fun facts to include with your artwork!

Find a special spot outside your home that you can make your sit spot. Make an art piece or small handmade gift to offer that spot.

Tip: Use Owl Eyes

Fox walk up to a bird and try to get as close as possible!

Eat a Meal Blindfolded
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